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Overview

Methods

We investigate the feasibility of detecting characteristics of
accent present during solo singing by using country and
language as a proxy. We design variants of convolutional
neural networks to classify the associated country and
language of both native and non-native English speakers
during their karaoke-style singing performance of English
standard "Amazing Grace." The most successful
architecture provides an 7.83% improvement in overall
accuracy compared our baseline statistical model,
demonstrating the networks’ ability to detect subtle
accent-based speech characteristics. We see an
overwhelming prediction of variants of English accent,
suggesting style-influenced modification of pronunciation
and intonation when singing a well-known English song.

Discussion

We perform energy-based voice activity detection on all audio files to remove silences (see Figure 2),
and compute the mel-spectrograms on the remaining voiced audio using a frame size of 2048 audio
samples and an overlap of 512 audio samples. To reduce dimensionality, two-measure (4.75 second)
chunks of the spectrograms are fed into each network as input samples [1-7].

The network has difficulty distinguishing between very similar labels such as Canadian
English and American English. The ResNeXt model is able to classify American English and
Canadian English the most accurately. Further, misclassifications as English across all
classes are primarily misclassified as Canadian English or American English. Correctand cross-classifications of Canadian and American English occur 34.1% of the time,
over twice the overall model accuracy. The Scandinavian and French singers are most
likely to be misclassified as English singers as well. The over-classification of English
dialect even using a balanced training set may suggest that an English-style
pronunciation is used to fit the target language of the song.

Figure 3 visualizes our two convolutional neural networks: a deep
vanilla network with 32 3x3 filters per layer, and a deep network
using a ResNeXt block after the first layer [8]. ReLU non-linear
activations are used after all layers. Training occurs in batches of
128 samples for a maximum 40 epochs, and uses validation loss
minimization as early stopping criterion with patience of 7.

Figure 2: Voice Activity Detection of
singer performance audio
Table 2: Training Parameters

Data
We use a subset of the the Stanford DAMP Database, a
proprietary database owned by Smule, developer of the Sing!
Karaoke smartphone app. A subset of this database contains
10,937 audio recordings of both trained and untrained singers
from around the world solo singing "Amazing Grace" on the
app. Table 1 lists the 10 most-represented countries for our
classification task. We undersample majority classes in our
training set for balance, while keeping our validation and test
sets representative, bringing our data to 2,975 recordings.

Figure 3: CNN-3x3 (left) and CNN-ResNeXt (right) Architectures

Both models misclassify Norwegian singers primarily as English (spread between country
variants), followed by French. Surprisingly, the models seem to have more difficulty
associating Swedish singing with any particular class, and Swedish and Norwegian
recordings are not commonly mixed up like the English-tagged recordings are. The models
perform similarly for German and Indonesian, the only non-European/non-American accent
in the dataset. The overall tendency toward randomness accuracy of both models,
alongside the baseline, are indicators of two systematic issues. The first being that the
country-language labels might not be a reliable proxy for accent. The labels are
user-provided and do not guarantee that singers will invoke their day-to-day speaking voice
into their singing performances. The second is that, while the mel-spectrograms are indeed
pitch-invariant, other aspects of musicality, including skill-level and transient stylistic
choices that may be completely independent of country, accent or language identity, might
outweigh speech-like pronunciation. In general, performing a well-known song that
has been stylized across many genres likely confounds accent-based pronunciation
and intonation while singing.

Classification Results
Table 3: Model Classification Performance

Future Work

Table
3
summarizes
the
metric-based
classification
performance of each neural
network on our test set. Overall
accuracy scores are consistent
with [1]. The overall accuracy is
a few percentage points above
random (10%), indicating the
system is learning, but not in
enough detail to distinguish
accurately between the ten
classes. The confusion matrices
shown in Figure 4 detail the
systematic
variation
in
classification between the two
models.
The breakdown of
confusion per class highlights
the common misclassification
trends between the two models.

Audio Features
Both pronunciation and intonation are related to the property
of sound known as timbre. Timbre is often described as the
"color," "quality," or "tone" of a sound and is a property reliant
on both time and frequency [6]. Figure 2 visualizes the
log-compressed, mel-scale magnitude spectrograms of each
audio recordings we calculate to capture perceptually
relevant long- and short-term features of speech that
describe pronunciation and intonation [1-7]. The conversion
from frequency to mels is defined as
m = 1127 ln(1 + f /700)

where m is the mel coefficient corresponding to the original
signal frequency f in Hz. Figure 1 visualizes our features.

Figure 1: Mel
Spectrogram of a
singer’s recorded
performance
Figure 4: Confusion Matrices of CNN-3x3 (left) and
CNN-ResNeXt (right) Classification Results

Future work to identify stylistic pronunciation
choices would help to further identify
accent-specific pronunciation in singing. We
plan to utilize all supplied metadata (country,
language, age, gender) and augment it with
perceived expression, likeability and skill
level. Multi-tag classification in conjunction
with examination of the feature maps of the
convolutional neural networks will allow study
of how these different tags influence or relate
particular
manifestations
of
speech
characteristics during singing.
We also plan to apply phoneme-level
segmentation to the audio and attempt to
discriminate between pronunciations of a
single phone. Finally, we began implementing
a stacked CNN-RNN in order to capture
temporally-influenced timbre, but were not
able to thus far train efficiently enough to
acquire results. Training on this architecture
and comparing to our two existing CNN
variants would provide insight into the
influence articulatory sequencing has on
accent during singing.
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